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Abstract

Large-eddy simulations of flow over a pitching airfoil are conducted to study

the effect of freestream turbulence on the aerodynamic characteristics. A pri-

mary field of applications of this study is wind turbine aerodynamics. The

wind turbines operate in yaw in large scale variations of wind direction due

to very large turbulence eddies, and the blades operate in a periodically os-

cillating condition. The pitching frequency of the airfoil corresponds to a

typical rotating frequency of modern large wind turbines. A divergence-free

synthetic turbulence inflow is applied at the upstream region of the pitch-

ing airfoil to investigate the effect of small-scale freestream turbulence on

dynamic stall. Phase-averaged lift, drag and moment of the pitching airfoil

show good agreement with experimental data in the literature. Character-

istic phenomena of dynamic stall, such as leading edge vortex motions, are

analysed and quantified. The effect of the small-scale upstream turbulence is

significant on the lift coefficient during the downstroke. The power spectral
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density of the streamwise velocity sampled from one point in the wake shows

that the inertial sub-range tends to extend towards the pitching mode for

the turbulent inflow, while there is a distinctive spectral gap for the laminar

inflow.

Keywords: Dynamic stall, large-eddy simulation, wind turbine

aerodynamics, freestream turbulence

1. Introduction1

Wind turbines operate in turbulent atmospheric boundary layers. It is2

of great interest to understand the effects of turbulence on the aerodynamic3

characteristics. There are two reasons for this: (1) wind turbines operate4

in yaw in large scale variations of wind direction (e.g. much greater than5

the diameter of the wind turbine disk due to very large turbulence eddies6

and meso-scale variations), and the blades operate in a periodically oscil-7

lating condition and dynamic stall occurs frequently; (2) upstream small8

turbulence eddies (i.e. comparable to the blade chord length) may affect9

separation and reattachement on the turbine blade even in relatively steady10

winds (i.e. quasi-steady conditions). Usually wind turbines operate in a11

combined condition of (1) and (2), which may significantly affect wind their12

performance. The generated oscillating forces lead to accumulating fatigue13

reducing their expected service life.14

Existing dynamic stall models do not consider the effect of upstream small15

scale turbulence or simply use static airfoil data measured in wind tunnels16

with upstream turbulence. Such approaches ignore important dynamics of17

the boundary layer over turbine blades during the dynamic stall process.18
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It is crucial to understand the effect of freestream turbulence on dynamic19

stall. There is little thus far reported in the literature regarding the effect20

of the small-scale freestream turbulence on dynamic stall. Amandolèse and21

Széchényi (2004) [1] experimentally tested the effects of the mean angle of22

attack, reduced frequency, pitching amplitude and turbulence intensity on23

dynamic stall of a pitching airfoil. They reported that the lift overshoot24

and the time delay of the maximum lift in dynamic stall increased as the25

turbulence intensity increased. To our knowledge, there is no numerical26

simulation work reported on this point, and our paper is focused on this.27

Before turning to the methodology of modelling the effects of small-scale28

freestream turbulence, it would be worth reviewing characteristic phenomena29

of dynamic stall in a ’smooth’ (laminar) inflow, which can serve as baseline30

features.31

Dynamic stall is a phenomenon associated with an unsteady airfoil motion32

that presents large hysteresis on the lift and pitching moments while the time33

varying incidence is beyond its static stall angle [2]. For a pitching airfoil,34

stall occurs at a higher angle of attack than that for a static one. Also the35

behaviour of lift and moment coefficients suggests a large hysteresis with36

respect to angle of attack [3]. Considering the wind turbine aerodynamics,37

yawed wind (when wind is not normal to the rotating plane of a turbine),38

wind shear, tower shadow, wake from the upstream turbine, gusts and large39

atmospheric turbulence eddies, all contribute to unsteady inflow conditions40

which can lead to dynamic stall.41

Some experimental studies have been conducted studying dynamic stall.42

Carr et al. (1977) [2] reported that virtually all airfoils experience a fully43
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developed dynamic stall. They concluded that airfoil geometry, frequency44

of pitching, amplitude of pitching and Reynolds number were the parame-45

ters affecting on dynamic stall in order of decreasing importance. They also46

reported that locations of the flow reversal and flow separation were distinc-47

tively different on a pitching airfoil, while they occurred at almost the same48

point on a static airfoil.49

For the purpose of helicopter rotor design, extensive studies on dynamic50

stall of oscillating airfoils have been performed [2, 4, 3, 5]. Their interests51

were, however, on relatively small amplitudes of oscillation and small mean52

angles of attack because helicopters are designed to avoid deep stall condi-53

tions [6].54

In wind turbine aerodynamics, dynamic stall can be characterized by the55

rotating frequency of wind turbines. When the upstream wind is not normal56

to the rotating plane, the sectional blade operates in a periodically oscillating57

condition at the frequency of the turbine rotation. Note again that dynamic58

stall can also occur due to a dynamic inflow and atmospheric turbulence etc.59

Considering the relation between the period (time unit) for the rotation60

and the time scale for the flow passing over blade sections leads to the so-61

called reduced frequency,62

kred =
ωc

2U∞

, (1)

where ω is the pitching frequency, c is the chord length and U∞ is the63

freestream velocity. In wind turbine aerodynamics, U∞ is a function of the64

upstream velocity, the rotating frequency of the blade and the radius distance65

from the hub; ω is characterized by the rotating frequency of the blade. A66
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considerable number of works have been conducted on dynamic stall for vari-67

able reduced frequencies on pitching airfoils [2, 7, 3, 5, 8] and rotating blades68

[6, 9, 10]. Previous studies are summarized in Table 1, where the effective69

velocity, Ueff is used instead of U∞ in Eq. 1 to estimate the reduced frequency70

kred. Ueff is defined as,71

Ueff =
√

(U∞)2 + (rω)2. (2)

Modern large wind turbines have a blade diameter greater than 100 m72

and the cut-in and cut-out wind speeds are generally 5 m/s and 25 m/s73

respectively. With these conditions, the reduced frequencies of a modern74

large wind turbine are mostly placed within the range in which dynamic75

stall is reported in the literature (see Table 1). Therefore, dynamic stall does76

occur on wind turbines.77

Dynamic stall on a pitching airfoil has been being investigated by solv-78

ing the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations ever since the79

computer power allowed it. Ekaterinaris and Menter (1994) [11], Barakos80

and Drikakis (2000) [12] and Wang et al. (2010) [13] presented numerical81

studies on dynamic stall and showed agreement with the measurements for82

some cases. Ekaterinaris and Platzer (1997) [14] presented a comprehensive83

review on the prediction methods for dynamic stall. They pointed out that84

the RANS approaches were not reliable to predict the aerodynamic hystere-85

sis for complex flows, such as flow reattachment during the downstroke and86

deep stall. Wang et al.(2010) [13] confirmed that 2-D RANS models were87

limited for modelling fully detached flows, e.g. at a high angle of attack.88

They suggested that advanced CFD methods such as large-eddy simulations89
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or detached-eddy simulations had to be adopted to capture the hysteresis.90

For a rigorous understanding for stall delay on a pitching airfoil, unsteady91

boundary layers have to be well understood but this has not yet been accom-92

plished [15].93

Nagarajan [16] conducted a comparison of RANS and LES for prediction94

of sound generated by a pitching airfoil at a transitional Reynolds number.95

They concluded that some crucial features were missing in the RANS results.96

Haase [17] used both Unsteady Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (URANS)97

simulations and Detached Eddy Simulations(DES) to simulate the dynamic98

stall of a pitching airfoil at Reynolds number 9.8 × 105. They noticed that99

the latter performs better.100

This paper focuses on two points. Firstly, an advanced approach, i.e.101

LES, is adopted to provide a reliable prediction for dynamic loads on wind102

turbines. Though the effect of freestream turbulence on dynamic stall is a103

primary subject on this study, we dedicated a substantial part (Sections 3104

and 4) on dynamic stall with a ’smooth’ (laminar) inflow. This is because105

it would provide reference data for the turbulent inflow cases. In addition,106

simulating unsteady flows over a pitching airfoil using LES is a relatively new107

and very challenging task, and thus it is of great interest to explore further.108

Secondly, the effect of freestream turbulence on dynamic stall character-109

istics is investigated using LES. The methodology is summarized in Section110

2. In Section 3, a pitching NACA 0012 airfoil is simulated and the results are111

validated against experimental data [7, 18] to provide a baseline simulation.112

Then, significant features of dynamic stall such as stall delay and leading113

edge vortices (LEV) are characterized by the aerodynamic force coefficients114
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and flow visualizations in Section 4. The effect of freestream turbulence on115

the flow over a pitching airfoil is investigated in Section 5. A summary and116

concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.117

2. Methodology118

The Reynolds number isRe = 135, 000 based on the chord c and freestream

velocity U∞. The pitching motion is described using the angle of attack,

α(t) = 10◦ + 15◦sin(ωt). (3)

The reduced frequency kred ranges from 0.025 to 0.1 in this study. The119

pitching axis is at the quarter chord point from the leading edge.120

The Reynolds number used (Re = 135, 000) for the current study is in the121

same order of magnitude as those for medium and small size wind turbines,122

but is at least one order of magnitude lower than those for the large wind tur-123

bines. It is arguable whether the data at the current Reynolds number can be124

extrapolated to represent the flow at a higher Reynolds number, e.g. O(106).125

Rinoie and Takemura [18] reported that the size of the separation bubble was126

less than 0.1 chord length with the same airfoil at the same Reynolds number,127

and most of the boundary layer was fully turbulent. Lissaman [19] showed128

that Re ∼ 70, 000 was a critical number classifying low and high Reynolds129

number, which is far below the Reynolds number Re = 135, 000 used in this130

paper. It is to be noted that an aerofoil subjected to freestream turbulence131

is less Reynolds number dependent than that subjected to a smooth flow.132

Therefore, the current study will be very useful for research and design of133

medium and small size wind turbines, and can be extrapolated for larger134

wind turbines.135
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A typical C-type mesh was generated as shown in Fig. 1(a). The mixed-136

time-scale (MTS) SGS model [20] was used with model constants CMTS =137

0.03 and CT = 10 [21]. A second order, implicit scheme was used for the138

temporal discretization and the bounded second order (Gamma) scheme [22]139

was used for the convection term. The time step was t/T = 1.5 × 10−4
140

and the maximum CFL number was less than 2. The transient incompress-141

ible flow solver in OpenFOAM was used and the PIMPLE algorithm was142

adopted for the velocity-pressure coupling. PIMPLE is a combination of the143

SIMPLE and PISO algorithms, which allows a larger (than PISO) time-step144

for a transient solver [23]. In the PIMPLE algorithm, the momentum equa-145

tion is solved repeatedly (i.e. outer iterations) as in SIMPLE and multiple146

correctors are performed as in PISO. The number of outer iterations was set147

to two and the number of pressure correctors was set to three. Pointwise148

V16 was used to generate all meshes.149

150

2.1. Dynamic mesh151

The pitching motion of the airfoil was pre-defined and the dynamic mesh

approach was adopted for the mesh in the near-airfoil region to accommo-

date the deformation of the domain due to the airfoil motion. The “dy-

namic mesh” refers to changing the relative distance between grid points

(i.e. squeezing and stretching cells) in time to adjust to an unsteady motion

of the subject. The pimpleDyMFoam solver in OpenFOAM was used to deal

with this. The conservation equation of property φ over an arbitrary moving
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control volume VC in integral form is,

d

dt

∫

VC

φdVC +

∫

A

dA · (u− ub)φ =

∫

VC

∇ · (Γ∇φ)dVC , (4)

where u is the fluid velocity vector, A is the outward pointing surface area152

vector and ub is the boundary velocity vector of the cell-face. Note that153

Γ is the diffusivity coefficient. The local boundary velocity, ub, is interpo-154

lated from the point velocity, up, which is imposed at each vertex of the155

control volume. To govern the vertex motion, the Laplacian operator with a156

diffusivity, γ, is adopted [24],157

∇ · (γ∇up) = 0. (5)

The boundary conditions for Eq. 5 are calculated from the known boundary158

motion, e.g. a moving wall. Then the vertex position at the time level n+ 1159

is updated using up,160

x
n+1 = x

n + up∆t. (6)

It is crucial to ensure a good quality of the mesh around the moving161

object. The diffusivity γ has a significant effect on the mesh deformation.162

Several types of the diffusivity were examined by [24] such as,163

γ = const., constant; (7)

γ =
1

l
, linear; (8)

γ =
1

l2
, quadratic; (9)

γ = e−l, exponential, (10)
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where l is the cell centre distance to the nearest selected boundary. Jasak164

and Tuković (2004) [24] investigated the effect of the diffusivity on the mesh165

quality at the trailing edge of the moving airfoil. They found that the mesh166

quality is superior using the quadratic diffusivity to that using the constant167

diffusivity. Thus the quadratic diffusivity was adopted for the current study.168

As all grid point motion is governed by Eq. 6, an explicit interface between169

the static and dynamic mesh region is not required.170

3. Baseline simulations171

Typical airfoils used in horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) are thick172

and cambered. However, it is noted that the effect of airfoil shape does not173

seem to be dominant over the pitching motion for dynamic stall [5]. Carr et174

al. [2] also support this argument: the hysteresis for the NACA 0012 and175

chambered airfoil are very similar. These remarks might not be surprising176

as at a high angle of attack the air flow ’feels’ the airfoil as a bluff body. In177

this regards, we expect that the characteristic behaviours of dynamic stall178

will be similar to those for typical wind turbine profiles. The 2nd reason to179

use NACA 0012 in this paper is that rich and reliable experimental data are180

available for validation.181

Using LES for a number of cycles of pitching motion of an airfoil is time-182

consuming and extremely expensive in terms of computation, even though183

the UK National Supercomputing Service HECToR was used. In order to184

get affordable settings, we have tested various settings, e.g. mesh topology,185

resolution and domain size. Mesh convergence tests were conducted for the186

pitching airfoil (Eq. 3) as baseline simulations. kred = 0.1 was used for the187
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mesh convergence tests. The initial angle of attack was set to 10◦ ↓. Note188

that symbols ‘↑’ and ‘↓’ indicate pitch-up and pitch-down motion respectively,189

and the pitching moment of pitch-up motion has a negative sign while the190

pitch-up motion has a positive sign (Eq. 3).191

Two types of mesh topology were used for the pitching airfoil cases. The192

C-type mesh was adopted for the laminar inflow (Fig.1(b)) and the modified193

multi-block mesh (Fig. 1(c)) was used for the turbulent inflow. The meshes194

around the both airfoils were C-type, and they were identical within 1.6c195

distance from the leading edge. The latter is more convenient for the inflow196

turbulence generation. The quarter chord point (i.e. the moment centre)197

was placed at x = 0.25c where x, y and z are the streamwise, cross-flow198

and spanwise coordinates respectively. The distance of the first grid point199

to the airfoil surface was 1 × 10−4c near the leading edge and 3 × 10−4c200

near the trailing edge. Ideally the y+1 < 1 condition should be satisfied for201

high fidelity simulations. Indeed this condition was fulfilled for most of the202

pitching time for kred=0.1 and the maximum y+1 is less than 5 while near203

the LEV initiation. For the static airfoil simulations (e.g. at α = 10◦), the204

maximum y+1 is less than 1.5 near the leading edge, and y+1 is less than 0.5205

on the most of the surface. Nevertheless, the relatively large y+1 , albeit only206

for a short time and a very small region, may cause noticeable influences on207

LEV developments, and it may be one of the reasons for the deviations in208

Figs. 4-5 with kred=0.1. The aspect ratios (∆x/∆y) were 15 at the leading209

edge and 2.3 at the trailing edge. The domain size and number of grid points210

are summarized in Table 3.211

Again, the integrated aerodynamic forces, i.e. lift, drag and moment are212
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the focus of this study. Various span widths of the computational domain213

were tested to check any possible effect. We found that the integrated forces214

did not show noticeable discrepancy for span widths 0.5c and 1c, where c is215

the chord length; and the span width of the domain was set 0.5c for most216

of the computation. Symmetric boundary conditions were applied on the217

two lateral boundaries. Arguably the simulations of a pitching airfoil are218

less sensitive than those of a static airfoil. Other boundary conditions are219

tabulated in Table 2. It is to be noted that in [25] a domain width 0.2c was220

used for a static NACA0012 airfoil at Rec = 5× 104.221

Fig. 2 shows the lift and moment hysteresis. Data in Fig. 2 are taken222

after α has reached 0◦ ↑ for the first time, which corresponds to tU∞/c=12.223

Only the first cycle after the first α = 0◦ ↑ for all cases is shown in Fig. 2,224

because we found that the hysteresis from successive cycles matched well in225

general with that of the first cycle. It is to be noted that the data of the226

successive cycles of PC5 are in even better agreement with those of the other227

cases, e.g. PC1 and PC2.228

Fig. 3 shows that a strong free shear layer is developed near the leading229

edge. It is crucial that the mesh is fine enough to capture the free shear230

layer. Thus the effect of the resolution in the cross-flow (i.e. PC1 and231

PC2) and chordwise (i.e. PC1 and PC3) directions were tested. The effect232

of the resolution in the spanwise direction (PC1, PC4 and PC5) was also233

investigated. Cases PC3 and PC6 were set to investigate the domain width234

effect on the hysteresis.235

There is a noticeable deviation for case PC5 during the downstroke (α ∼236

20◦ ↓) in Fig. 2. We have looked into the successive cycles (not shown237
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here) carefully. We noticed that the magnitude of the deviation of the lift238

coefficient was similar to that of the hysteresis fluctuations at α ∼ 20◦ ↓,239

while the deviation of the first cycle (i.e. in Fig. 2) was the largest. This240

was because the air flow during the downstroke was more unsteady than241

during the upstroke. Given these uncertainties, the results of all cases agree242

reasonably well with each other. The angle where the maximum lift occurs243

is around 23◦ ↑ and the hysteresis loop has an almost identical shape for all244

cases. Thus it is a compromise in terms of accuracy and efficiency to choose245

the mesh for case PC5 as the baseline mesh in the following sections.246

It is to be noted that we have performed a mesh convergence test rigor-247

ously for a static NACA0012 airfoil with the same Reynolds number (e.g. in248

Sec. 6.3 in [26], and [27]). Based on the static airfoil data, the resolution249

along the chordwise and wall-normal directions for case PC5 was nearly the250

same as that for the static case. The resolution in the spanwise direction was251

coarser for case PC5, and the grid aspect ratio ∆z/∆y is much greater than252

the limit set for LES of turbulent flows over a stationary wall. However, our253

mesh convergence tests for the pitching airfoil showed that the LES was not254

sensitive to the resolution in the spanwise direction as far as the lift, drag and255

moment coefficients were of major concerns. This is because the leading edge256

vortex, which is highly correlated in the spanwise direction, has a dominant257

influence on dynamics of a pitching airfoil compared to the small turbulence258

motions in the vicinity of the wall.259
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4. Dynamic stall events260

At a certain pitching angle which exceeds the static stall point, the flow261

on the airfoil is still attached, which is referred as “stall delay”. As the262

pitching angle continues to increase, the lift and moment change rapidly as263

the flow starts to detach, which is the so-called “dynamic stall”. Complex264

flow phenomena are investigated by analysing surface pressure, skin friction,265

pitching moments and flow fields.266

Based on the mesh used for case PC5, the effect of the reduced frequency267

on the forces and moments hysteresis is investigated. From tU∞/c = 12268

(α = 0◦), phase-averaging was performed over three cycles. Figs. 4 and 5269

show phase-averaged CL, CD, CM at kred = 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1. Note that270

the experimental data [7] were obtained through averaging over 100 cycles.271

Though the three-cycles phase-averaged LES data in Figs. 4 and 5 were not272

fully converged, the stall angle and size of hysteresis were found nearly the273

same at each cycle. Therefore, a longer phase average would not be expected274

to improve the agreement between the LES and experimental data. The load275

hysteresis from the simulations are integrated over the airfoil surface, while276

those from the experiment were integrated over a number of pressure taps277

along a streamwise line on the airfoil surface. It is also to be noted that278

adopting a domain width 1c (PC6) did not present noticeable differences in279

force and moment hysteresis compared to using a domain width 0.5c (PC3).280

This again confirms the same conclusion in [28, 25].281

In the experiment [7], CL, CD and CM were calculated from pressure282

tap measurements and these taps were placed at 0 < x/c < 0.8 over the283

airfoil surface. For a rigorous comparison, two sets of calculations were used284
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to obtain the surface forces. The first set integrated over the entire airfoil285

surface (0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1 ) (LES1), while the second integrated over a part of286

the airfoil surface (i.e. 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 0.8) (LES2) which was the same as that287

of the experiment. The case LES2 shows a slightly better agreement with288

the reference data than the case LES1 (Figs. 4 and 5), in particular for the289

moment coefficient CM . Maximum and minimum aerodynamic coefficients290

are summarized in Table 4 and compared with the experimental data.291

The discrepancy between the LES data and the wind tunnel measure-292

ments [7] was not small for kred = 0.1 (Figs. 4 (c,f) and 5 (c)). Specifically,293

the maximum lift coefficient CL,max was under-predicted by 0.33, which was294

associated with the first LEV generation and its convection. The subsequent295

differences during the downstroke (hysteresis loop and second LEV) seemed296

to be consequences of the deviation in the first LEV predictions. It was297

noted that the deviation between the calculations and experiments tended298

to decrease as kreddecreased. Fig. 4 (a,b,d,e) show a better agreement in CL299

and CD.300

In the wind tunnel experiments at a high reduced frequency, it would be301

very challenging to measure the instantaneous surface pressure during the302

downstroke due to the massive LEV induced separated flow. In contrast,303

LES should not suffer from a technical limit to calculate the surface pressure304

as long as the large flow structures are resolved accurately. To verify this,305

mesh convergence tests were conducted and showed that a greater domain306

width (i.e. PC6 in Table 3) did not show noticeable discrepancy on the307

hysteresis loop. Note that four times finer mesh (i.e. PC4) in the spanwise308

direction showed almost same hysteresis with case PC5. Though the mesh309
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convergence tests were conducted, we emphasize again that it is difficult to310

capture all of the details of such a complicated behaviour of the LEV. Thus311

far we cannot speculate any other sources in LES which might be responsible312

for the discrepancy at high reduced frequencies. In this study, it is unlikely313

that we are able to entirely resolve this uncertain point arising from the314

comparison between the experiments and LES. Therefore, we focus on the315

reduced frequency kred = 0.05 for the rest of this paper.316

It would be very valuable to see error bars for the experimental data.317

Unfortunately, error data are not available in [7]. Overall, all aerodynamic318

coefficients agree well with the measurements. As the reduced frequency319

increases, the magnitudes of the peaks of CL, CD and CM increase and the320

angle of the maximum lift increases. The same trend was also reported in321

the literature [2, 3].322

4.1. Laminar separation bubble diminishing and boundary layer suppression323

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of pressure coefficient Cp between the static324

and pitching airfoils at a similar angle of incidence. For the pitching airfoil325

at kred = 0.05, the pressure coefficient and vorticity field do not show any326

indication of laminar separation bubbles at the leading edge. In contrast,327

Fig. 6 shows a negative plateau of the measured Cp of a static airfoil which328

is due to a laminar separation bubble observed in the experiments [7]. The329

instantaneous spanwise component of vorticity at the middle cross-section330

confirms that the boundary layer is attached on the pitching airfoil at this331

angle of incidence. These firmly confirm that during the pitch-up process,332

the boundary layer on the suction side of the airfoil is suppressed and the333

size of the laminar separation bubbles significantly diminishes or completely334
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disappears.335

Note that static stall occurs at α ≈ 13◦ [7] at the given conditions. Fig.336

7 shows the contours of instantaneous velocity magnitude for the static and337

pitching airfoils at α ≈ 10◦. The boundary layer thickness on the pitching338

airfoil is significantly thinner than that on the static airfoil near the trailing339

edge. Thus the boundary layer on the pitching airfoil is suppressed compared340

with that on the static airfoil at the same angle of incidence.341

This boundary layer suppression is mainly due to the time lag of the342

boundary layer development on moving objects [29, 15]. When the airfoil343

is pitching, the flow around it at a given geometric angle of attack (angle344

between the freestream velocity direction and chord line) does not ‘see’ the345

same flow topology as that around the static airfoil at the same geometric346

angle of attack. This is because the flow over the pitching airfoil ‘remembers’347

its history. During the upstroke, the boundary layer of the pitching airfoil348

seems to be suppressed because it ‘remembers’ the early flow topology which349

is produced at smaller angles of incidence.350

The pitching airfoil passes the static stall angle α ≈ 13◦ ↑ [7] without351

any discernible change in the lift coefficient slope for all reduced frequency352

ranges as shown in Fig. 4. This is stall delay, which is due to a combination353

of the aforementioned laminar separation bubble diminishing and the lag of354

the boundary layer development (i.e. boundary layer suppression).355

4.2. Leading edge vortex356

As angle of attack increases, the first leading edge vortex (LEV) is ini-357

tiated. When LEV is generated and convects downstream, a lift increase358

follows. The reason for this increment is because the LEV greatly enlarges359
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the effective camber of the airfoil [30]. The LEV initiation, convection and360

its influence to the lift, drag and pitching moment are the most important361

mechanism in dynamic stall. However, these are not well understood yet.362

The characteristics of the first LEV are quantified for kred = 0.025− 0.1.363

The convection speed of the leading edge vortex (ULEV ) with respect to364

the chord line, can be quantified by measuring the travelling time and the365

corresponding distance between the pressure peaks on the suction side of366

the airfoil [31]. Fig. 8 shows the pressure and skin-friction coefficients at367

two different angles of attack. A strong leading edge vortex presents peaks368

of Cp and Cf which are marked in the figure. Then ULEV is estimated by369

using the time interval between the two incidences and the distance between370

the two peak points. The negative peaks on the pressure contours at the371

same incidence in Fig. 9 (dashed circles) confirm the correlation between372

the LEV and the surface forces. By using this estimation, it is shown that373

ULEV ≈ 0.25U∞ for kred = 0.025 − 0.1. It is to be noted that the LEV374

convection speed is independent of kred in that range. Green et al. (1992)375

[31] measured the LEV convection speed with various types of airfoils. They376

concluded that the LEV convection speed was independent of the airfoil377

motion, and also reported that ULEV ≈ 0.26U∞ − 0.31U∞ at the maximum378

pitch angle αmax ≈ 25◦ for the NACA 0012 airfoil. A similar LEV convection379

velocity ULEV ≈ 0.3U∞ was also reported by another group [32]. Considering380

the uncertainties in determining the vortex cores, the difference in the LEV381

convection speed between the current case and those in the literature is382

relatively small.383

Fig. 10 shows CL versus phase angle at kred =0.025, 0.05 and 0.1. The384
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large dots represent the peak lift due to the leading edge vortex generating385

and convecting over the upper airfoil surface. The magnitudes of the first and386

second peaks decrease as the reduced frequency decreases. The maximum-387

lift angle decreases towards the static stall angle as the reduced frequency388

decreases. At a very low pitching frequency, a quasi-steady state would be389

expected and the lift coefficients for the pitching airfoil would be the same390

as those for the static case at the same angle of incidence. McAlister et391

al. (1978) [33] reported that the aerodynamic forces are quasi-steady for392

kred < 0.004.393

The shedding frequency between the first and second leading edge vortices394

are characterized by the Strouhal number,395

St =
fsc sinαLEV

U∞

, (11)

where fs is the shedding frequency and αLEV is the mean angle of attack be-396

tween the first and second LEV peaks. The Strouhal number for the present397

study (kred = 0.025−0.1) is approximately 0.1, which is much lower than the398

well-known bluff-body shedding frequency, i.e St ≈ 0.2 [34]. Zaman et al.399

(1989) [35] reported that the Strouhal number of the flow over a static airfoil400

varies depending on angle of attack, e.g. St ≈ 0.2 when α > 18◦ (post-stall)401

and St ≈ 0.02 when α < 15◦ (pre-stall). The shedding frequency for the402

pitching airfoil lies between those of the pre- and post-stall regimes. This403

may well explain that the shedding frequency shows a combined character-404

istics of both regimes, because the pitching angles vary across both pre- and405

post-stall regimes.406

407
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To understand important features of dynamic stall, Figs. 11 and 12 show408

snapshots at typical phase angles and reduced frequency kred = 0.05 of con-409

tours of the spanwise component of vorticity and pressure field respectively.410

Each snapshot is given an identification number (ID) in Figs. 11 and 12.411

The IDs are marked on the lift and moment coefficients profiles in Fig. 13.412

These snapshots are summarized below:413

1. α = 10◦ ↑, the laminar separation bubble and boundary layer are414

suppressed compared to those on a static airfoil at the same angle of415

attack;416

2. α = 13◦ ↑ , the lift continues increasing linearly after exceeding the417

static stall angle without a discernible change of the lift coefficient418

slope;419

3. α = 18.2◦ ↑ , the moment coefficient starts to drop rapidly, i.e. moment420

stall, whereas the lift coefficient slope increases rapidly and low pressure421

is formed at the suction side as the first leading-edge vortex is initiated;422

4. α = 19.9◦ ↑ , the lift coefficient reaches the global maximum and starts423

to decrease whereas the moment coefficient reaches the global mini-424

mum, and a large area of low pressure at the suction side is observed425

while the first leading-edge vortex convecting downstream;426

5. α = 22.4◦ ↑ , the lift coefficient increases again (after having passed427

the first local minimum) as the second leading-edge vortex (LEV) is428

generated and convected downstream, while the first LEV has detached429

and passed the trailing edge;430

6. α = 23.3◦ ↑ , the lift coefficient passes the second local maximum as431

the second leading-edge vortex passes over the first half chord, while432
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the moment coefficient reaches its second local minimum (an evident433

tip vortex is formed which is entrained by the leading-edge vortex as it434

passes over the trailing edge);435

7. α = 24.8◦ ↑ , a small increase of the lift coefficient is observed due to436

the generation and convection of the third LEV;437

8. α = 25◦ , the maximum angle of attack is reached and a large vortex438

is shed;439

9. α = 10.2◦ ↓ , the flow begins to be attached, in particular at the first440

half chord;441

10. α = 4◦ ↓ , the flow is fully attached.442

Spanwise vorticity component and instantaneous streamlines show great443

similarities with the experimental data of Raffel et al. (1995) [36] in Fig. 14.444

The spanwise vorticity component in the current simulation reveals some445

fluctuation distributions within the leading edge vortex, which were also446

observed in the experiment (see Figs. 14(a) and 14(c)). Such details were447

not found in the RANS calculations by Wang et al. (2010) [13]. This is not448

surprising because RANS is not designed to model genuine unsteady flows.449

This demonstrates the capability of the LES techniques.450

For a comparison of using various approaches describing the LEV, instan-451

taneous iso-contours of a vortex identifier, i.e. λ2 criterion are presented in452

Fig. 15. λ2 denotes the second eigenvalue of the matrix SikSkj + ΩikΩkj ,453

where Sij = 0.5(∂ui/∂xj +∂uj/∂xi), and Ωij = 0.5(∂ui/∂xj −∂uj/∂xi). One454

snapshot for case PC5 at kred = 0.1, α = 23.3◦ ↑ is plotted in Fig. 15. As the455

pitching angle increases, a large vortex is generated from the leading edge,456

evolves and convects downstream along the upper surface, and is finally de-457
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tached from the trailing edge. The size of the vortex is comparable with458

the chord length. Overall, these are consistent with the other approaches459

describing the LEV, such as Fig. 14 (a,b).460

5. The effect of freestream turbulence461

5.1. A brief of the divergence-free inflow turbulence generation462

The approach [37], which is denoted XC, imposes correlations using an

exponential function to satisfy the prescribed space and time integral length

scales. It is a synthetic turbulence generation method. The inlet velocities

can be written as,

ui = Ui + aiju∗,j, (12)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3. ui is an instantaneous velocity which is imposed at the463

inlet boundary, Ui is a prescribed mean velocity, aij is a prescribed tensor464

(Eq.13) and u∗,j is an auto-correlated fluctuation satisfying the prescribed465

integral length scales, but with a zero mean, zero cross-correlations and a466

unit variance. Lund et al. [38] suggested a form for aij , using Cholesky467

decomposition of the prescribed Reynolds stress tensor, Rij ,468

aij =











√
R11 0 0

R21/a11
√

R22 − a221 0

R31/a11 (R32 − a21a31)/a22
√

R33 − a231 − a232











. (13)

This matrix builds scaling and cross-correlations based on u∗,j in Eq. 12.469

To impose correlations on random sequences, the XC approach adopted an470
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exponential function instead of a Gaussian function used in the early digital-471

filter based methods. The digital filter method was used to generate spatial472

correlations,473

ψm =
N
∑

j=−N

bjrm+j , (14)

where N = 2n, n = I/∆x, ∆x is grid size and I is integral length scale.474

ψm is the intermediate velocity field and rj is a one-dimensional random num-475

ber sequence with a zero mean and a unit variance. ψm is a one-dimensional476

number sequence with a zero mean, a unit variance and spatial correlations.477

Note that the subscripts, m, j, are the position indices. The constant bj is478

estimated as,479

bj =
b′j

(

N
∑

l=−N

b′
2

l

)1/2
with b′j = exp

(

−π|j|
2n

)

. (15)

It is straightforward to generate spatial correlations for a two dimensional480

space (cf. Eq.14) as,481

ψm,l =

N
∑

j=−N

N
∑

k=−N

bjbkrm+j,l+k. (16)

It is to be noted that only one slice of two dimensional data, ψm,l, is482

generated at each time step. Based on these data, a time correlation is built483

using the efficient forward stepwise relation,484

u∗,i(t +∆t) = u∗,i(t)exp

(

−CXC∆t

T

)

+ ψi(t)

[

1− exp

(

−2CXC∆t

T

)]0.5

,

(17)
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where the constant CXC = π/4 and T is the Lagrangian time scale which485

is estimated using T = I/U1 where, again, I is a turbulence integral length486

scale and U1 is a mean convective velocity. Note that in Eq.17 the subscript i487

is a vector index, i.e. i = 1, 2, 3. The XC method generates synthetic turbu-488

lence by using Eqs. 12 − 17. By using exponential correlations, in particular489

in the streamwise direction, it significantly reduces the computational time490

compared to the early digital filter based approaches. The XC method is a491

combination of the digital filter method and the forward stepwise methods492

and is also denoted Hybrid Forward Stepwise (HFS) approach.493

Based on the XC method, Kim et al.(2013) [39] develop a divergence-494

free approach - denoted XCDF thereafter. After the predictor step in the495

PISO solver for unsteady flows, synthetic turbulence fluctuations are inserted496

into the source term of the Poisson equation in one of the corrector steps.497

Hence the divergence-free condition was achieved without solving an addi-498

tional Poisson equation. The XCDF approach significantly improve the pre-499

diction of surface pressure fluctuations. More details of the implementation500

of the XCDF approach is given in the following sub-section.501

5.2. Upstream turbulence502

To characterize upstream turbulence, a new mesh was generated in which503

the upstream region of the domain was the same as the modified mesh as504

shown in Fig. 1(c). With the airfoil removed, this is denoted an ‘empty505

box case’. The downstream half of the mesh of the ‘empty box case’ was506

the same as the upstream half. The boundary conditions, numerical schemes507

and domain size were the same as those for case PC5.508

The PC5 mesh (Table 3) was adopted for kred = 0.05, and the divergence-509
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free synthetic turbulence inflow approach XCDF was applied on a 2-D trans-510

verse plane placed at x/c = −7, or at 7c upstream from the leading edge of511

the airfoil in case PC5 (i.e. the airfoil included in the domain).512

Two different turbulence intensities, TI0 = 5% and 10%, were used where513

suffix ‘0’ denotes the input variable. Then the same turbulence characteris-514

tics were used for the flow over the pitching airfoil. The turbulence length515

scales in the atmospheric boundary layer ranges from 0.001m to 500m [40].516

The turbulence scales which are greater than the chord length can be con-517

sidered as large-scale unsteadiness [41]. The integral length scales were set518

to be comparable with the chord length. The integral length scales for the519

XCDF model were Ii1 = 0.3c, Ii2 = 0.15c and Ii3 = 0.15c in the streamwise,520

cross-flow and spanwise directions, respectively, where i indicates the velocity521

components. The integral length scales Iij are defined as below,522

Iij =

∫ rij,0.1

0

Ci(rêj)dr, (18)

where Ci(rêj) is the correlation function. i and j correspond to the com-523

ponents of the velocity vector and directions respectively, and rij,0.1 is the524

separation distance for Ci(rêj) = 0.1.525

The grid size normalized by the integral length scale was ∆x = 0.333I11,526

∆y = 0.252I11 and ∆z = 0.083I11. The time step, normalized by I11 and U∞,527

was ∆t× U∞/I11 = 0.0133. For easy reading, the coordinates for the empty528

box case were normalized by I11. The synthetic turbulence was imposed at529

x/Iii=-23.3. The leading edge of the pitching airfoil would be later placed530

at x/Iii=0. The turbulent characteristics at x/I11 = -23.3 and x/I11 = 0 are531

summarized in Table. 5.532
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Fig. 16 shows one-dimensional compensated energy spectra of the stream-533

wise velocity fluctuations normalized by the local turbulent kinetic energies534

at x/I11 = 0. The inertial subrange (i.e. a plateau) is visible for the two535

cases. The highest wavenumber that can be resolved by the current reso-536

lution is κmaxI11 = 1

2

2π
∆x
I11 ≈ 9.4 but E11 starts to drop κI11 ≈ 2.5. This537

is associated with the SGS model, mesh resolution, filtering method and538

numerical schemes. Further careful study has been performed and it was539

found that the grid size was about two orders of magnitude greater than the540

Kolmogorov dissipation scale.541

It is also to be noted that the mesh in the region where the airfoil is542

placed will be refined in Section 5.3. This will improve the simulation of the543

turbulence decay.544

The ratios of turbulence fluctuations are u′

rms

v′rms
≈ 2 and u′

rms

w′

rms
≈ 3 at x/I11 =545

0 where the airfoil will be placed. Again the purpose of this study is to546

investigate the effect of the given freestream turbulence characteristics on547

the flow over a pitching airfoil rather than to predict an accurate decay of548

homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Therefore turbulence intensities 5% and549

10% with current configurations were used to investigate the pitching airfoil550

flows. The turbulence characteristics at x/I11 = 0 are considered as the551

effective freestream turbulence.552

5.3. The effect of turbulence intensities553

It was observed that the inflow turbulence significantly suppressed the554

separation bubble of flows around a static airfoil, which was certainly be-555

cause the greater momentum of turbulent flows delayed the occurrence of556

the inverse pressure gradient over the suction side. It is of great interest to557
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investigate the effect of the free-stream turbulence on flows around a pitching558

airfoil. Again, the synthetic turbulence was imposed on the transverse plane559

at x/c = −7 in the upstream region of the pitching airfoil for kred = 0.05.560

Fig. 17 shows the effect of freestream turbulence on aerodynamic charac-561

teristics. In general, the freestream turbulence does not significantly change562

the force and moment hysteresis at the given conditions. The angles for563

the maximum lift, drag and minimum moment are nearly the same as those564

for the smooth flow case TI0 = 0%. The magnitudes of maximum drag and565

minimum moment slightly decrease with the increase of the inflow turbulence566

intensity.567

The drag coefficients in the pre-stall regime show no discernable difference568

between the laminar and turbulent inflow cases. This is interesting since569

usually turbulence enhances the skin friction. Fig. 17(b) shows that the570

drag coefficient increases rapidly at a large angle of attack, e.g. α = 10◦. At571

such large angles, the drag is mainly contributed by the pressure difference572

(i.e. form drag), and therefore the variation of the contribution of the skin-573

friction is hard to discern in Fig. 17(b).574

The most evident impact of freestream turbulence on the lift coefficient575

occurs during the downstroke (Fig. 17(a)), when the lift coefficient increases576

evidently as the inflow turbulence intensity increases. The average increment577

for TI0 = 10% is ∆CL ≈ 0.2 during the downstroke. Similar experimental578

results were reported by Amandolèse and Széchényi (2004) [1], who mea-579

sured the effects of upstream turbulence on the flow over a pitching airfoil,580

and found that the maximum lift angle showed little change while a clear581

lift increment was observed during the downstroke as the inflow turbulence582
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intensity increased. In the current study, the lift increment at most of the583

phase angles during the downstroke is evident. Nevertheless, the difference584

at some phase angles during the downstroke is within the range of uncertain-585

ties, in particular for the cases TI0 = 5◦ and TI0 = 10◦. Another evident586

effect of the inflow turbulence is that the re-attachment of the flow occurs587

much earlier (e.g. approximately 4◦ earlier for the case TI0 = 10%) than588

that for the smooth inflow case during the downstroke.589

Fig. 18 shows typical snapshots of the instantaneous spanwise component590

of vorticity at the mid-span cross-section with laminar (i.e. TI0=0) and591

turbulent (i.e. TI0=10%) inflow conditions. For the laminar inflow case592

(Fig. 18 a-d), the flows are fully detached and Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex is593

observed along with the free shear layer starting from the leading edge. For594

the turbulent inflow (Fig. 18 e-h), the turbulence convected from upstream,595

in which the length scales are comparable with the chord length, breaks596

down the separation bubble (e.g. Fig. 18(f)). Thus the size of the separated597

region tends to decrease and the re-attachment occurs earlier. This leads to598

an increase of the lift during the downstroke. In particular, the influence of599

freestream turbulence is evident near the leading edge at α = 14.2◦ ↓ (Fig.600

18(h)) compared to the smooth inflow at the same angle of attack (Fig. 18601

d).602

Time series of the instantaneous streamwise velocity at x/c = 0.75 and603

y/c = 0.2 at the central plane were sampled during one period, and are shown604

in Fig. 19(a). In general, the signals from both the laminar and turbulent605

inflow cases show a high correlation. For the laminar inflow case during606

ωt < 0◦ or ωt > 180◦, the velocity signal is smooth with its magnitude close607
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to that of the freestream velocity. In contrast for the turbulent inflow case,608

velocity fluctuations are evident during the same phase angle ranges. During609

0◦ < ωt < 180◦, the velocity deficit due to the boundary layer separation and610

leading edge vortex shedding is evidently less for the turbulent inflow case611

compared to that for the laminar inflow case. This is because the upstream612

turbulence disturbs the leading edge vortex and enhances the mixing between613

the freestream flow and the local boundary layer flows.614

Fig. 19(b) shows the energy spectra using the same streamwise velocity615

as shown in Fig. 19(a). The first peak corresponds to the pitching frequency616

κc = 0.1 . The 2nd peak corresponds to the LEV shedding mode. The617

magnitudes of the first and second peaks for the laminar inflow case are618

approximately twice of those respectively for the turbulent inflow case. This619

is because there are much more high frequency fluctuations for the latter as620

shown in Fig. 19(a). Fig. 19(b) shows that an inertial sub-range - a −5/3621

slope is evident for the both cases. There is a clear spectral gap between622

the pitching mode and inertial sub-range for the laminar inflow case but it is623

less distinctive for the turbulent inflow case. The latter may raise challenges624

for Unsteady RANS approaches, in particular when the pitching frequency625

increases.626

To our best knowledge, this was the first attempt at applying LES to in-627

vestigate the effect of freestream turbulence on dynamic stall at the moderate628

Reynolds number, i.e. Re = 135, 000. The flows around a pitching aerofoil629

consist of small scale turbulence motions and large scale motions. The latter630

has the same time scales as the unsteady external forcing. LES for such flows631

is denoted ’unsteady LES’, whereas LES for turbulent flows subjected to a632
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steady external forcing, e.g. flows around a stationary aerofoil, is denoted633

’steady LES’. In this study, a few cycles of the pitching motion are required634

to simulate using the ‘unsteady’ LES, which is much more expensive than635

the ‘steady’ LES studies.636

6. Conclusion637

To understand the effect of the upstream large turbulence eddies (e.g.638

greater than the diameter of the wind turbine disk) on the wind turbine639

aerodynamics, the dynamic stall events on a pitching airfoil have been inves-640

tigated using high fidelity numerical simulations. The lift, drag and moment641

hysteresis show good agreement with experimental data [7] at three different642

reduced frequencies, kred = 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1, but better at lower kred. The643

laminar separation bubble diminishing and boundary layer suppression on644

the pitching airfoil are illustrated through investigating the surface pressure,645

skin friction and flow visualisation. The generation and motion of the leading646

edge vortex are quantified in terms of its shedding frequency and convection647

speed, and are compared with those in literature.648

To examine the impact of upstream small-scale turbulence (i.e. in the649

order of the chord length of the wind turbine blade) on the wind turbine650

aerodynamics, freestream synthetic turbulence was implemented on a 2-D651

transverse plane at x/c = −7 upstream of the leading edge of static [28] and652

pitching airfoils, and the results were compared with those for the laminar653

inflow case. For the static airfoil, the separation bubble is diminished as the654

turbulence level increases resulting in an increase of the lift to drag ratio.655

The effect on the aerodynamic forces of the pitching airfoil was the focus656
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in this paper. For the pitching airfoil, the magnitudes of the maximum657

drag and minimum moment decrease with the increase of the freestream658

turbulence. This is mainly attributed to the suppression of separated flows659

in turbulent flows. The most evident impact of freestream turbulence on660

the lift coefficient occurs during the downstroke, i.e. an approximate 50%661

increase for a turbulence intensity 6% immediately upstream of the airfoil662

compared to the smooth inflow flow. The snapshots of the vorticity fields663

at different incidence also confirm that the freestream turbulence has a non-664

negligible impact on the flow around the pitching airfoil.665

The power spectral density of the streamwise velocity component sam-666

pled at one point in the wake, presents the peak mode corresponding to667

the pitching frequency for both the laminar and turbulent inflow cases. For668

the latter, the energy separation between the pitching mode and the iner-669

tial sub-range is less apparent compared to the former. This would be even670

worse with a higher pitching frequency. Thus it is extremely challenging for671

using unsteady RANS to model the latter, in particular at a high pitching672

frequency. It is concluded that the LES approach is desirable when the flow673

is highly separated and subjected to upstream turbulence.674

To the authors knowledge, this is the first attempt for applying an LES675

calculation on the flow over a pitching airfoil at the moderate Reynolds num-676

ber, i.e. Re = 135, 000, considering the freestream turbulence effects. Re-677

quiring massive computational resources for such work makes these tasks678

even more challenging. Further work on high reduced frequencies should be679

conducted in the future to rule out any uncertainties in this aspect. In sum-680

mary, the capability of Large-Eddy Simulation is successfully demonstrated681
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for highly separated flows at deep stall.682
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Table 1: Summary of literature on dynamic stall. α0 and α1 are the mean angle and pitching amplitude. The tip speed ratio

(TSR) is TSR = rΩ/U∞ and kred from the rotating blades are based on Ueff in Eq. 2

Authors Method Re [106] kred Airfoils α0 [◦] α1 [◦]

Oscillating

airfoil

Carr et al. [2] Experiment 1.3− 3.5 0.02− 0.25 NACA0012 6− 15 6− 14

McCroskey et al. [5], McCalis-

ter et al. [42]

Experiment 0.5− 4 0.05− 0.25 NACA0012,

7 more types

6− 15 6− 14

Piziali [8] Experiment 2 0.04− 0.2 NACA0015 4− 17 2− 5

Ekaterinaris and Menter [11] CFD 2− 4 0.1 NACA0012,

NACA0015

4− 15 4.2− 5

Raffel et al. [36] Experiment 0.373 0.15 NACA0012 15 10

Ramsay et al. [9] Experiment 0.75− 1.4 0.025− 0.1 S809 8− 20 5.5−10

Barakos and Drikakis [12] CFD 1− 4.6 0.1− 0.25 NACA0012,

NACA0015

2.8−17 2.4−10

Lee and Gerontakos [7] Experiment 0.135 0.025− 0.1 NACA0012 0− 10 5− 15

Amandolèse and Széchényl [1] Experiment 1 0.018− 0.18 NACA 634

421

12 2− 8

Wang et al. [13] CFD 0.135− 0.373 0.1− 0.15 NACA0012 10− 15 10− 15

Authors Method TSR kred Airfoils

Rotating

blade

Butterfield et al. [6] Experiment 2.82 0.04− 0.12 S809

Shipley et al. [10] Experiment 1.7− 6.3 0.04− 0.21 S809

Schreck and Robinson [43] Experiment 2.5− 4.2 0.03− 0.26 S809
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Figure 1: Mesh topology (a,c) and a sketch of the domain (b,d,not to scale) for a c-type

(a,b) and modified version (c,d). B1 - B4: the domain boundaries. R: computational

domain radius; W : wake length. Also see Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2: Summary of the boundary conditions. U∞ is the freestream velocity and d/dn is

a normal derivative to the boundary. The transverse plane is placed at x = x0 where the

synthetic turbulence (XCDF [39]) is imposed. See Fig. 1 for the mesh type and boundaries

(B1 - B4).

Mesh type B1 B2 B3 B4 x0/c = −7

C-type ui = U∞, ui = U∞, dui/dn = 0, dui/dn = 0, n/a

dp/dn = 0 dp/dn = 0 p = p∞ p = p∞

Modified ui = U∞, ui = U∞, dui/dn = 0, dui/dn = 0, XCDF [39]

dp/dn = 0 dp/dn = 0 p = p∞ p = p∞
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Figure 2: The effect of resolution and domain size on the lift (a) and moment (b) coeffi-

cients for the pitching airfoil at kred = 0.1 and α = 10◦ + 15◦sin(ωt).
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Table 3: The computational domain size in unit c and number of grid points for pitch-

ing (PC) airfoils. R: computational domain radius; W : wake length; Lz: span length;

NR,NW ,Nz, Nlow and Nup: number of grid points per R, W and Lz, upper airfoil surface

and lower airfoil surface, respectively. PC1 - PC6 indicate the case IDs for the pitching

(PC) airfoils with different resolutions and the domain width. Also see Fig. 1.

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6

R [c] 22 22 22 22 22 22

W [c] 33 33 33 33 33 33

Lz [c] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1

NR 206 323 206 206 206 206

NW 66 66 81 81 81 81

Nup 386 386 700 386 386 386

Nlow 193 193 193 193 193 193

Nz 40 40 40 80 20 80
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Figure 3: A snapshot of the velocity magnitude normalized by U∞ for case PC5 at kred =

0.1 and α = 22.9◦ ↑. The dashed-line indicates the edge of the free shear layer near the

leading edge.

Table 4: The effect of the reduced frequency on crucial unsteady aerodynamic data. αL,max

is the angle of attack where the maximum lift occurs.

Case kred CL,max CM,min CD,max αL,max

Exp [7] 0.025 1.47 -0.143 0.425 17.5◦

Exp [7] 0.05 1.87 -0.211 0.66 21.1◦

Exp [7] 0.1 2.44 -0.263 0.91 24.7◦

LES2 0.025 1.49 -0.159 0.412 16.4◦

LES2 0.05 1.74 -0.287 0.629 19.5◦

LES2 0.1 2.01 -0.345 0.856 22.8◦
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Figure 4: Phase-averaged lift and drag coefficients. — Exp [7], - - LES1, -·- LES2. LES1: aerodynamic forces obtained by

integrating over the entire airfoil surface; LES2, over 80% only of the airfoil surface from the leading edge. Both LES1 and

LES2 are based on the mesh for case PC5.
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Figure 5: As Fig. 4, but moment coeffient.
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Figure 6: Pressure coefficient distribution. LES data, case PC5 at α = 5.9◦ ↑ and kred =

0.05. Experimental data [7], a static airfoil at α = 6◦ with the same airfoil and Reynolds

number.
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Figure 7: Instantaneous velocity magnitude contour near the trailing edge for the static

(top: the PC5 mesh, α = 10◦) and pitching (bottom: PC5, α = 10.1◦ ↑, kred = 0.05)

airfoils at the middle section of the span. The velocity contour is normalized by U∞.
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Figure 8: (a) Spanwise-averaged pressure and (b) skin-friction coefficients at α = 16.6◦ ↑
and 19.2◦ ↑ during the upstroke. kred = 0.05; mesh, case PC5.
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Figure 9: Negative pressure peaks normalized by ρU2
∞

over the airfoil. kred = 0.05; PC5

mesh; α = 16.6◦ ↑ (top), 19.2◦ ↑ (bottom).
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Figure 10: Lift coefficients (from LES2 in Fig. 4) versus phase angles at different reduced

frequencies kred. The large dots indicate the lift peaks due to the shedding of the leading

edge vortices. The vertical dot-line indicates the static stall angle, i.e. α = 13◦ [7].
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(a) 1. α = 10◦ ↑ (b) 2. α = 13◦ ↑ (c) 3. α = 18.2◦ ↑ (d) 4. α = 19.9◦ ↑ (e) 5. α = 22.4◦ ↑

(f) 6. α = 23.3◦ ↑ (g) 7. α = 24.8◦ ↑ (h) 8. α = 25◦ (i) 9. α = 10.2◦ ↓ (j) 10. α = 4◦ ↓

Figure 11: The instantaneous z-component of vorticity normalized by c and U∞ at the middle section of the span. kred = 0.05.

Note that the chord line is aligned to the x-axis at α = 10◦ as the angle of attack is realised by the velocity components at

the boundaries, i.e. u = U∞ cos(10◦) and v = U∞ sin(10◦).
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(a) 1. α = 10◦ ↑ (b) 2. α = 13◦ ↑ (c) 3. α = 18.2◦ ↑ (d) 4. α = 19.9◦ ↑ (e) 5. α = 22.4◦ ↑

(f) 6. α = 23.3◦ ↑ (g) 7. α = 24.8◦ ↑ (h) 8. α = 25◦ (i) 9. α = 10.2◦ ↓ (j) 10. α = 4◦ ↓

Figure 12: The instantaneous pressure contours normalized by ρU2
∞

at the middle section of the span. kred = 0.05.
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Figure 13: (a) Lift and (b) moment coefficients (from LES2 in Fig. 4) versus phase angles.

kred = 0.05. The numbers marked on the curves correspond with the snapshots in Figs.

11 and 12. 1: α = 10◦ ↑, 2: α = 13◦ ↑, 3: α = 18.2◦ ↑, 4: α = 19.9◦ ↑, 5: α = 22.4◦ ↑, 6:
α = 23.3◦ ↑, 7: α = 24.8◦ ↑, 8: α = 25◦, 9: α = 10.2◦ ↓, 10: α = 4◦ ↓.

Table 5: Turbulence intensity (TI), integral length scales (Iij) and Reynolds number for the

domain with the airfoil removed. The inflow is generated at x/I11 = −23.3 and the airfoil

will be placed at x/I11 = 0. ReI = U∞I11/ν, Reλ = (6.7ReI)
1/2

[44]. I11 = I21 = I31,

Ii2 = Ii3 = 0.5Ii1 where i = 1, 2, 3.

x/I11 TI[%] I11/c ReI Reλ

-23.3 5 0.3 40,500 520

0 4.5 0.43 58,050 622

-23.3 10 0.3 40,500 520

0 6.3 0.47 64,350 650
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(a) z-vorticity (b) Streamlines

(c) z-vorticity (d) velocity vector and streamline

Figure 14: Snapshots of the instantaneous flows over a pitching NACA 0012 airfoil at

the middle section of the span. (a) and (b): LES, PC5 mesh, at α = 23.3◦ ↑ (α(t) =

10◦ + 15◦sin(ωt)),Re = 135, 000, kred = 0.1; (c) and (d): experiment [36] at α = 24◦ ↑ (

α(t) = 15◦ + 10◦sin(ωt)), Re = 373, 000, kred = 0.15.
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Figure 15: Instantaneous iso-contours of a vortex identifier λ2 normalized by chord length

c and freestream velocity U∞ for case PC5 at kred = 0.1, α = 23.3◦ ↑.
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Figure 16: One-dimensional compensated energy spectra E11 of the streamwise velocity

component normalized by the local turbulent kinetic energy k at x/I11 = 23.3 (see Table

5). The dot-dashed line is the inertial region value, 2.5.
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Figure 17: Effect of freestream turbulence on lift, drag and moment coefficients. kred =

0.05. PC5 mesh. The effective turbulence intensities at the leading edge are 4.5% and

6.3% for TI0 = 5% and 10% respectively (Table 5).
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(a) TI0 = 0%, α = 20.3 ↑ (b) TI0 = 0%, α = 19.5 ↓ (c) TI0 = 0%, α = 17 ↓ (d) TI0 = 0%, α = 14.2 ↓

(e) TI0 = 10%, α = 20.3 ↑ (f) TI0 = 10%, α = 19.5 ↓ (g) TI0 = 10%, α = 17 ↓ (h) TI0 = 10%, α = 14.2 ↓

Figure 18: A comparison of instantaneous z-vorticity contours at the mid-span for TI0 = 0% (top-row) and TI0 = 10%

(bottom-row). Vorticity normalized by U∞ and c.
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Figure 19: Time series of the instantaneous streamwise velocity sampled at x/c = 0.75

and y/c = 0.2 for one cycle duration (a) and their energy spectra (b). TI0 =0, 10%.
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